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The development of algorithms and applications for the Semantic Web requires high-quality ontologies for 
testing and validation. Our work on the SemDis [6] project centers on discovering complex relationships 
between entities. This requires the development of path discovery algorithms for RDF graphs, and we have 
found that it is often difficult to find sufficient data sets for testing these algorithms. Often publicly available, 
populated ontologies such as TAP [7] and SWETO [1] are lacking in either richness of relationships or 
sufficient instantiation of defined relationships. SWETO is our first attempt at creating a test bed for 
evaluating scalability and performance of Semantic Web techniques, technologies and tools. SWETO aims to 
create a large, populated ontology spanning many domains which uses real-world data extracted from various 
high-quality web sources. Using real-world data has several benefits for testing applications. However, the 
characteristics of the resulting knowledgebase of the populated ontology depend on availability of data rather 
than the actual real-world characteristics of the domain. At the same time, depending on real-world data is 
also limiting in terms of the types of test suites that can be created for evaluating various scalability and 
performance aspects of Semantic Web related algorithms, techniques and tools.  
 
Realizing these limitations, we have developed TOntoGen (Test Ontology Generator), a synthetic data set 
generation tool which allows precise control over the ontology population process. We expect this to 
complement testbed ontologies based on real-world data (such as SWETO). The tool has been designed as a 
Protégé [5] plugin. After creating an ontology schema in Protégé, the tool allows specification of parameters 
controlling the relative distributions of instances of each class and property type in addition to the total 
number of class and property instances desired. The tool then generates an RDF instance graph with the 
specified characteristics. If the ontology schema is based on the real world domain semantics, then TOntoGen 
can be seen as a way to simulate population of that ontology. 
 
Because ontologies are intended to model the real-world, the instance data of these ontologies should also 
match real-world characteristics. The parameters we use for graph generation are intended to capture these 
characteristics. For example, in an ontology modeling the college domain, it is unlikely that a college with 
20,000 students will have only 10 professors. It would be more realistic for the college to have 1,500 to 2,000 
professors. The central idea of specifying parameters is to indicate the relative numbers of instances of each 
class and property type. This ensures that the generated instance data accurately matches the expected 
instance data of the ontology. Parameters are set for the total number of nodes nnodes and the total number of 
edges nedges. Let C be the set of classes in the ontology and P be the set of property types. Each class Cci ∈  has 
an associated non-negative integer parameter
ic

















Similarly, for each property type Pp i ∈  a non-negative integer ipα is specified, and the probability of 
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When generating an instance of a property, an instance of the domain or range is chosen as follows. First a 
class type must be chosen from the set of allowed classes (the domain or range class and its subclasses). Let D 
















After choosing this class an instance is chosen with uniform probability. For generating literal-v ued 
properties, the generation of the property can be probabilistic or exact. The probability of generating a 
probabilistic literal property is computed as discussed previously. For an ex ct literal property, exactly one 
instance is created for each instance of each domain class, and the corresponding value of 
ip
α is 0. A text file 
containing allowed values can be specified for each literal property. Values will be selected randomly from 
this file when creating an instance of the literal property. 
 
TOntoGen provides two options for memory management during graph generation. For small and medium 
sized graphs, the tool holds the entire graph in memory during its creation, allowing graphs to be generated in 
seconds. For very large graphs, Java™ serialization is used to page parts of the graph into and out of memory 
during its creation. This limits the memory bottleneck when generating large graphs.  
 
So far, TOntoGen has been used for testing two applications in SemDis [3, 4]. The test ontology used was a 
medium sized graph of 30,000 class instances and 45,000 property instances. These applications needed a test 
set which would allow for searching Semantic Associations [2] spanning multiple domains. To create this test 
set, three separate ontologies were created: one for the sports domain, one for the business domain, and one 
for the entertainment domain. For each ontology, TOntoGen created a 10,000 node and 15,000 edge instance 
graph. To allow for Semantic Associations spanning multiple ontology schemas, we had to create multi-
classified instance nodes (for example, an entity which is classified as both an actor in the entertainment 
ontology and a spokesperson in the business ontology). We used a separate post processing application to 
merge entities from different domains based on a user-sp cified merging probability for pairs of class types. 
We plan to add this merging functionality to TOntoGen in the near future. Figure 1 shows a screenshot of the 
TOntoGen plugin. This tool can be downloaded from http://lsdis.cs.uga.edu/projects/semdis/tontogen/. 
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Figure 1. Screenshot 
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